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The Thresher, March 5, 1933

Self-Perpituatation.

To the editor:

The Thresher of March 5th, through a rather obscure column, 
announces the student council of Cleveland State College 
intends to take the initiative in matters concerning both the 
constitution and the Student Body, and on March 11th, there 
will be held a meeting of that council. The proposal is to 
vote on the following constitutional amendment:

"The amendment states that the student council of Cleveland 
State College shall, among other things, have the power to 
propose amendments to the constitution, and to act on 
amendments made and brought forward by the student body.

The council also intends to hold a meeting on March 11th, 
to discuss the amendment and other matters of concern to 
the student body.

The Thresher comments on the proposal and suggests 
that it is a step in the right direction, but wonders 
whether it will be accepted by the student body.

The council also mentions that it is working on a 
constituent assembly for the student body, and that 
the assembly will be held on March 11th.

The Thresher also highlights the importance of student 
representation and the need for a strong student voice in 
the decision-making process.

The council's proposal is a welcome step towards greater 
student involvement and representation in Cleveland State 
College. It is important for the student body to have a 
voice in the decision-making process, and this proposal 
is a step in that direction.

The Thresher encourages the student body to participate 
in the meeting on March 11th and to provide their input 
and opinions on the proposed amendment and other 
matters of concern.
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The best meeting of the term for R. E. S. I. was held Friday, March 3. Corn Agnes Wilson arranged an in.

spring program which was attended with Irish infection. Louis Tinkham gave a short summary of the history of St. Patrick's. Mary Anna Maria De Parker gave an account of Irish traditions and Miss Wilson spoke of Irish women and Irish groups.

A new program committee was elected, composed of Westie (Debra Kettle) Ballia Lee St. Louis, and Anna Marie De Parker. Selection of places to be included in the third term bill will be made by the R. E. S. I. Club. A new committee will be established in the first week of the new term. Members of the club are meeting to discuss the possibilities of Spring of that time.

**French Social Conditions and Peace in the Theme**

(Continued from Page 3)

France is in the middle class. They are the most numerous, the most enlightened, and the class of greatest employment. Mr. Rehn remarked that this great middle class was the faster which produced balance in the coun

try. Mr. Rehn said that a second cause in the establishment of this equilibrium in France was a moral one, namely, the good judgment exercised by the working class. They listened to the voice of the politicians, were informed to some extent, but reserved their own opinions. They did not approve of the federation formed for the protection of the workers as they believed the politicians placed political above the consideration of the working classes.

They were assisted by Miss Rose Wadie and Bert Bickley. At the conclusion of the play Miss Vivian Windom played some several Spanish selections, including "10 faid M" and "La Gallera." Miss Windom played her own accompaniment.

**LONGSHORE BAND**

Rice students will be especially interested in the concert to be given by the City Auditorium March 31 by the Longshore Band. The concert will be followed by a dance beginning at 8 on the same evening.

Tickets now on sale and balcony reserved seats are having a rapid sale over.

**The White Twins**

made a royal gift.

They match in quality and design. They are the most numerous, the most enlightened, and the class of greatest employment. Mr. Rehn remarked that this great middle class was the fastest which produced balance in the country. Mr. Rehn said that a second cause in the establishment of this equilibrium in France was a moral one, namely, the good judgment exercised by the working class. They listened to the voice of the politicians, were informed to some extent, but reserved their own opinions. They did not approve of the federation formed for the protection of the workers as they believed the politicians placed political above the consideration of the working classes.

They were assisted by Miss Rose Wadie and Bert Bickley. After the conclusion of the play Miss Vivian Windom played some several Spanish selections, including "10 faid M" and "La Gallera." Miss Windom played her own accompaniment.

**LONGSHORE BAND**

Rice students will be especially interested in the concert to be given by the City Auditorium March 31 by the Longshore Band. The concert will be followed by a dance beginning at 8 on the same evening.

Tickets now on sale and balcony reserved seats are having a rapid sale over.
The three sports follow:

Sooner squad is rated as topnotchers

Many athletes come to Houston on April 2, of last year. At this time with two games at A. and M. on March 29 and 30, A. and M. has a new team while the Owls have a strong nucleus from last year and splendid material from the Freshman of last year.

Tennis will receive a big boost when the Oklahoma University set comes to Houston on April 2 for a match with the Owl squad. The Sooner squad is rated as topnotchers.

For the first game of the season the Owls made a splendid showing. They did some hard hitting and very conclusive batting. They showed full ability to hit and take all the breaks, as they scored four runs in the third inning, but from then on it was air-tight ball.

Pollard pitched the first three innings, and showed a lot of speed and good control. Captain Norland showed last four innings by striking seven men and allowing but one hit.

Altogether 14 men were used by Coach Countryman. Lamb and Morgan held down shortstop and second, respectively. Mapes played second base and Wilson pitched the last four innings.

There were no changes in the outfield. Hughes played a nice game in left field, Stevens played center and洛克 right field.

Four played close base behind the bat, and handled himself as a veteran.

Stack of the Good Gulf pulled off an unexpected double play at first by catching a foul and tagging the runner out.

The Good Gulf have a good team, but have not worked out long enough to get going unusually as yet.

The Owls will be seen in action April 7—Rice vs. Oklahoma at College Station. The match will be entered into the series by the Coginchaug and the Owls will be seen in action April 21—Rice vs. A. and M. at Austin.

The box score:

RICE  1  0  0  0  0  1

Owls  0  1  0  0  0  1

Rice  wins the Intramural Championship at Rice

Win the Intramural Championship at Rice

the Owls got away to a flying start by defeating the Good Gulf 4 to 3 in seven innings.

For the first game of the season the Owls made a splendid showing. They did some hard hitting and very conclusive batting. They showed full ability to hit and take all the breaks, as they scored four runs in the third inning, but from then on it was air-tight ball.

Pollard pitched the first three innings, and showed a lot of speed and good control. Captain Norland showed last four innings by striking seven men and allowing but one hit.

Altogether 14 men were used by Coach Countryman. Lamb and Morgan held down shortstop and second, respectively. Mapes played second base and Wilson pitched the last four innings.

There were no changes in the outfield. Hughes played a nice game in left field, Stevens played center and洛克 right field.

Four played close base behind the bat, and handled himself as a veteran.

Stack of the Good Gulf pulled off an unexpected double play at first by catching a foul and tagging the runner out.

The Good Gulf have a good team, but have not worked out long enough to get going unusually as yet.

The Owls will be seen in action April 7—Rice vs. Oklahoma at College Station. The match will be entered into the series by the Coginchaug and the Owls will be seen in action April 21—Rice vs. A. and M. at Austin.